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Abstract: The nonheme iron enzyme OrfP reacts with L-Arg 
selectively to form the 3R,4R-dihydroxyarginine product, which in 
mammals can inhibit the nitric oxide synthase enzymes involved in 
blood pressure control. To understand the mechanisms of dioxygen 
activation of L-Arg by OrfP and how it enables two sequential 
oxidation cycles on the same substrate, we performed a density 
functional theory study on a large active site cluster model. We show 
that substrate binding and positioning in the active site guides a highly 
selective reaction through C3H hydrogen atom abstraction. This 
happens despite the fact that the C3‒H and C4‒H bond strengths of 
L-Arg are very similar. Electronic differences in the two hydrogen atom 
abstraction pathways drive the reaction with an initial C3‒H activation 
to a low-energy 5-pathway, while substrate positioning destabilizes 
the C4‒H abstraction and sends it over the higher-lying 5-pathway. 
We show that substrate and monohydroxylated products are strongly 
bound in the substrate binding pocket and hence product release is 
difficult and consequently its lifetime will be long enough to trigger a 
second oxygenation cycle. 

Introduction 

Natural products including antibiotics often are build up from 
sugar and amino acid components.[1] Nature utilizes a range of 
enzymes to modify amino acids to give the natural products its 
structure and function. These biosynthesis processes often 
require a high regio- and chemoselectivity for the reaction, which 
is difficult to achieve in chemical catalysis. Understanding of how 
the natural product synthesis by enzymes is achieved and how 
this high selectivity is obtained is important for biotechnology and 
could enable the biosynthesis of useful products with high regio-, 
enantio- and stereoselectivity and minimize waste products.  
A class of metalloenzymes involved in the biosynthesis of many 
natural products are the nonheme iron dioxygenases, which are 
found in most organisms.[2] For instance, in humans the 
biosynthesis of the amino acid analogue 4R-hydroxyproline is 
performed by proline-4-hydroxylase enzymes in an enantio- and 
stereoselective reaction mechanism, which is an essential 
component of collagen and gives it its functional and structural 
properties.[3] Many nonheme iron dioxygenases react via a highly 

selective reaction mechanism, where the substrate is tightly 
bound in the substrate binding pocket near the nonheme iron 
cofactor. 
Interestingly, several nonheme iron dioxygenases activate an 
arginine residue as part of a natural product synthesis reaction 
such as an antibiotics biosynthesis reaction in bacteria.[1ab,4] Thus, 
VioC hydroxylates a free arginine molecule selectively at the C3-
position as a precursor to the biosynthesis of viomycin,[5] while 
NapI desaturates an arginine substrate at the C3C4 bond through 
two sequential hydrogen atom abstraction reactions.[6] These 
enzymes were studied spectroscopically and kinetically and their 
substrate specificity tested. Recent studies on the nonheme iron 
enzyme GetI showed it to hydroxylate L-Arg at the C4-position, 
although it was not clear whether arginine is its natural 
substrate.[7] A similar situation was found in the ethylene forming 
enzyme that apart from catabolizing succinate to three CO2 
molecules, also appears to bind and activate an arginine residue 
but hydroxylate it at the C5-position.[8] Therefore, several 
nonheme iron dioxygenases appear to activate an L-Arg 
substrate differently to give either C3-hydroxylation, C4-
hydroxylation, C5-hydroxylation or C3C4 desaturation through the 
use of O2 and -ketoglutarate (KG) on an iron center. 
A recently discovered and characterized nonheme iron 
dioxygenase from Streptomyces, named OrfP, was shown to 
activate a free arginine amino acid and produce yet another 
product in a reaction with dioxygen, namely the 3R,4R-
dihydroxyarginine.[9] Subsequently, the 3R,4R-dihydroxoarginine 
is converted into streptolidine and attached to a glucosamine 
sugar scaffold to form the streptothricin product. OrfP; therefore, 
performs the dihydroxylation of L-Arg as a precursor reaction to 
the biosynthesis of the streptothricin antibiotics. Isolation of OrfP 
and studies of its product distributions showed that the major 
component was 3R,4R-dihydroxyarginine; however, small 
amounts of 3R-hydroxyarginine, 3S-hydroxyarginine and 4S-
hydroxyarginine, are also observed (Figure 1), although their 
origins remain unclear. Note that 3R,4R-dihydroxyarginine was 
found to have inhibitory effects on inducible nitric oxide synthase 
enzymes in mammals; an enzyme involved in blood pressure 
control and inflammation.[10] Hence, its selective biosynthesis 
pathways are important in medicinal and biotechnology work and 
may have important applications. 

mailto:sam.devisser@manchester.ac.uk
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Figure 1. a) Extract of the crystal structure coordinates (4M2E pdb file) of L-homo-arginine (amber) bound OrfP with key residues and iron (light brown) highlighted; 
b) Products and by-products formed in OrfP activation of L-Arg. 

An extract of the active site of OrfP is given in Figure 1 as taken 
from the 4M2E protein databank (pdb) file.[11,12] The iron is linked 
to the protein through interactions with the side chains of His154, 
Glu156 and His303 group in a typical facial 2-His/1-Glu triad, which 
is common for many nonheme iron dioxygenases.[13] In the 4M2E 
pdb,[11] the other ligand sites of the metal are occupied by water 
molecules. It is known that OrfP utilizes -ketoglutarate (KG or 
also called 2-oxoglutarate) and dioxygen and binds these on its 
iron center and presumably forms an iron(IV)-oxo active species. 
For several other nonheme iron dioxygenases the iron(IV)-oxo 
species has been characterized with UV-Vis absorption, 
electroparamagnetic resonance and Mössbauer spectroscopic 
studies and shown to be the active species that reacts with 
substrate.[14,15]  
How OrfP can perform a double dioxygenation reaction by 
preventing release of hydroxyarginine in favor of a second 
catalytic cycle is unknown. Although crystal structure coordinates 
of OrfP have been obtained, they do not give a clear 
understanding on the product release and substrate oxidation 
selectivity, which warrants a detailed computational study. In the 
OrfP pdb structure, the substrate analogue L-homo-arginine 
(Figure 1) binds tightly into the substrate-binding pocket and is 
surrounded by polar groups. In particular, its guanidinium group 
forms a salt bridge with Asp255 and experiences hydrogen bonding 
interactions from the alcohol group of Thr152 and the oxo group of 
Gln142. The carboxylate group of L-homo-arginine forms a salt 
bridge with Arg321, which is also in hydrogen bonding distance to 
the iron ligand Glu156. The amine group of the substrate is 
positioned with hydrogen bonding and salt-bridge interactions to 
the side chains of the Gln123, Asp208, Ser210 and His211 residues, 
which will influence the reactivity of the substrate with the cofactor. 
Hence we reasoned that a large cluster model will be needed to 
describe the OrfP structure and reactivity well. In this work, a large 
cluster model incorporating the substrate and cofactor and their 
direct environment is studied to explore the reaction pathways of 
L-Arg activation leading to 3S-hydroxyarginine, 3R-

hydroxyarginine, 4S-hydroxyarginine and 3R,4R-
dihydroxyarginine products. Moreover, we focus on how the 
hydroxyarginine release is prevented in favor of a second 
oxygenation cycle. 

Results 

First oxygenation cycle of L-Arg by OrfP.  

We created an OrfP cluster model, see Scheme 1, from the crystal 
structure coordinates of the OrfP enzyme deposited in the protein 
databank under the 4M2E pdb file.[11,12] This structure represents 
an OrfP tetramer with L-homo-arginine as substrate mimic bound. 
We took chain A of the protein and replaced L-homo-arginine by 
L-arginine manually. The structure has iron coordinated to the 
side chains of two histidine groups (His154 and His303) and the 
carboxylate group of Glu126. As -ketoglutarate (KG) is missing 
from the pdb file, it was docked in position with the SwissDock 
web server bound to iron in the same plane as the side chains of 
His154 and Glu156.[16] A 20ns molecular dynamics simulation shows 
the structure to be highly rigid and little changes to the active site 
and second-coordination sphere structure of the iron center was 
found. Next, a model containing the first and second coordination 
sphere of the metal center was created that included the oxidant 
with its direct ligands and the main components of the substrate 
(L-Arg) and succinate binding pocket: see Scheme 1. 
Subsequently, we explored the first hydroxylation pathway of L-
Arg substrate using the model described in Scheme 1. OrfP 
enzymes perform two consecutive hydroxylation reactions on L-
Arg and each of these cycles uses one molecule of O2 and a 
molecule of KG to form an iron(IV)-oxo species and succinate. 
Spectroscopic studies showed this iron(IV)-oxo to react with L-
Arg.[11] We will start with the substrate activation steps in the first 
catalytic cycle, where L-Arg is bound to an iron(IV)-oxo(succinate) 
complex and follow the reaction mechanism of substrate 
hydroxylation leading to 3S-hydroxyarginine, 3R-hydroxyarginine 

(a) (b)

His303
Glu156

Arg321

His154

Gln123

His211

Ser210

Glu209Gln142

Phe258

Thr152
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and 4S-hydroxyarginine products using the cluster model 
described in Scheme 1 (Model A). Thereafter, the second 
hydroxylation cycle was investigated from these mono-
hydroxylated arginine product complexes by replacing the iron(II) 
site by an iron(IV)-oxo species (Model B). Model A and B; 
therefore, have the same overall charge. The model type is given 
in subscript after the label of the structure. 

 

Scheme 1. DFT cluster model investigated in this work with substrate 
highlighted in red and iron(IV)-oxo in blue. The wiggly lines identify where the 
protein chain was cut and a hydrogen atom inserted. 

Our cluster model of the iron(IV)-oxo species with L-Arg bound 
was geometry optimized in the low-lying triplet and quintet spin 
states (3,5ReA) using UB3LYP/BS1, while the quintet spin 
structure was also minimized with a larger basis set at 
UB3LYP/BS3 (5ReA,BS3). Figure 2 gives optimized geometries of 
the reactant complexes 3,5ReA as obtained with DFT using cluster 
model A. The FeO distance in the quintet spin state is short and 
typical of a double bond, while it is somewhat larger in the triplet 
spin state. The axial histidine ligand is at a distance of 2.078 Å in 
the quintet spin state and at 2.035 Å in the triplet spin state, while 
a geometry optimization with a larger basis set, i.e. BS3 basis set, 
elongates it slightly to 2.157 Å. These structures of the nonheme 
iron(IV)-oxo species match previous calculations on similar 
species well.[17] Moreover, experimental studies on analogous 
nonheme iron enzymes, such as TauD and P4H established an 
Fe‒O distance of about 1.62 Å and characterized them as quintet 
spin ground states.[14,15] Therefore, the calculations match 
previously reported experimental structures of enzymatic 
nonheme iron(IV)-oxo complexes well. Furthermore, an overlay of 
the 5ReA structure with the crystal structure coordinates shows 
that little changes to the structure have occurred during the 
geometry optimization and the model still has all features of the 
protein (Supporting Information, Figure S4). 
The nearest hydrogen atom from the oxo group is the pro-S 
hydrogen atom at the C3-position and its distance is about 2.667 
Å in the quintet spin state, while the pro-R hydrogen atom is 
located at 4.061 Å and the pro-S hydrogen atom on the C4-
position at 5.008 Å. Based on the substrate positioning in OrfP; 
therefore, it appears that the C3-position is located closest to the 
metal center and hence should be the preferred site of activation. 

The quintet spin state is the ground state and is well separated 
from the triplet spin state by E+ZPE = 7 kcal mol‒1. As such, the 
triplet spin state plays little role in the reaction mechanism and the 
reaction takes place through single-state-reactivity of the quintet 
spin state surface only. This is as expected for an iron(IV)-oxo 
species in trigonal bipyramidal configuration that usually gives a 
high-spin ground state.[18] The quintet spin state is characterized 
with a molecular orbital occupation of *xy

1 *xz
1 *yz

1 *x2-y2
1, while 

in the triplet spin state it is *xy
2 *xz

1 *yz
1. The spin-state-ordering, 

spin-state energies and orbital configurations match previous 
work on nonheme iron enzymes and biomimetic models well and 
show that OrfP has the usual features of the first-coordination 
sphere.[17,19]  

 

Figure 2. UB3LYP/BS1 optimized geometries of 5,3ReA with bond lengths in 
angstroms and the relative (free) energies in kcal mol‒1. UB3LYP/BS3 optimized 
geometry 5ReA,BS3 data are given in parenthesis. 

Next we considered substrate hydroxylation by the reactant 
complexes 3,5ReA at the C3 and C4 positions to produce 3S-
hydroxyarginine, 3R-hydroxyarginine and 4S-hydroxyarginine. 
The overall reaction scheme that was investigated with the 
definition of the various intermediate and transition state 
structures is given in Scheme 2. To this end we calculated the 
hydrogen atom abstraction from the two different hydrogen atoms 
on the C3-position, designated the C3R (or pro-R) and C3S (or 
pro-S) hydrogen atoms, and the nearest hydrogen from the C4 
group, i.e. the C4S hydrogen atom. Transition states (TS1HA) for 
all positions were located and lead to a radical intermediate (IM1) 
representing an iron(III)-hydroxo species with a nearby substrate 
radical on either the C3 or C4 position of the substrate.  

5ReA (5ReA,BS3) [3ReA]

Arg321

Succ

His303

His154

Fe-O: 1.650 (1.616) [1.756]
Fe-N(His303): 2.078 (2.157) [2.035]

C3HproS-O: 2.667 (2.376) [2.532]
C3HproR-O: 4.061 (4.125) [4.017]
C4HproR-O: 5.008 (3.110) [4.831)

E+ZPE = 0.0 [7.0]
G = 0.0 [7.9]
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Scheme 2. Reaction mechanisms of arginine hydroxylation by the iron(IV)-oxo species of OrfP as studied in this work. 

A subsequent OH rebound to the substrate (via transition state 
TS2reb) leads to the mono-hydroxylated products (IM2) that are 
bound to an iron(II) species. The CH bond that is activated in 
each step in the first substrate hydroxylation mechanism is 
identified with C3R, C3S and C4S in subscript after the label of 
the structure for the pathways leading to 3R-hydroxyarginine, 3S-
hydroxyarginine and 4S-hydroxyarginine. 
The reaction mechanism as described in Scheme 2 was 
calculated for the large cluster model A of OrfP for substrate 
hydroxylation leading to 3S-hydroxyarginine, 3R-hydroxyarginine 
and 4S-hydroxyarginine products. The potential energy 
landscape with key optimized geometries is shown in Figure 3. As 
can be seen from Figure 3 the lowest enthalpy of activation 
(E‡+ZPE) for hydrogen atom abstraction is from the pro-S C3H 
position via 5TS1HA,C3S with a value of E‡+ZPE = 12.1 kcal mol‒
1. Close in enthalpy of activation is the pro-R C3H hydrogen atom 
abstraction barrier via 5TS1HA,C3R at E‡+ZPE = 15.5 kcal mol‒1. 
The hydrogen atom abstraction barrier from the C4H position is 
much higher in energy than the one from the C3H positions, i.e. 
E‡+ZPE = 23.2 kcal mol‒1. Based on these hydrogen atom 
abstraction barriers, a selective hydrogen atom abstraction from 
the C3H position is predicted with the pro-S channel dominant, 
although small amounts of pro-R cannot be excluded. The 
calculations therefore match experimental observation[9] that 
singly hydroxylated arginine at the C3-position is formed. We also 
calculated the 5TS1HA,C3S and 5TS1HA,C4S structures at 
UB3LYP/BS3 level of theory and find E‡+ZPE energies at 

UB3LYP-D3/BS2//UB3LYP/BS3 of 7.9 and 23.4 kcal mol1, 
respectively. As such these barriers predict the same trends as 
seen with UB3LYP/BS1 optimized structures and hence we 
continued with this method only. 
Interestingly, when entropy and thermal corrections are added to 
the enthalpy, the pro-R hydrogen atom abstraction barrier 
becomes the lowest energy pathway: G‡ = 11.6 kcal mol‒1 for 
the pro-R C3H pathway, while for the pro-S C3H pathway G‡ 
= 13.5 kcal mol‒1 is found. Consequently, both hydrogen atoms 
on the C3 atom of L-arginine can be abstracted by the iron(IV)-oxo 
species and this should give a mixture of 3R-hydroxyarginine and 
3S-hydroxyarginine products. These products have indeed been 
observed experimentally.[9] To understand why entropy and 
thermal corrections reverse the ordering of 5TS1HA,C3S and 
5TS1HA,C3R, we analyzed the structures in more detail. The 
transition state geometries (5TS1HA,C3S, 5TS1HA,C3R and 5TS1HA,C4S) 
are shown in Figure 3. The two C3H hydrogen atom abstraction 
barriers are relatively central with similar C3H and OH distances. 
In particular, the 5TS1HA,C3R has C3H and OH distances of 1.265 
and 1.272 Å, respectively, while those distances are 1.302 and 
1.233 Å for 5TS1HA,C3S. By contrast, the C4H hydrogen atom 
abstraction barrier is more product-like with considerably longer 
C4H distance than OH distance: 1.358 versus 1.187 Å. The 
interesting difference between the three structures relates to the 
FeOC angle in the transition states. Thus, 5TS1HA,C3S has a 
large FeOC3 angle of 167, whereas in the 5TS1HA,C3R structure 
it is 139 and in 5TS1HA,C4S the angle is 127.  
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Figure 3. Potential energy landscape for L-arginine hydroxylation at the C3 and C4 positions with energies (in kcal mol‒1) relative to 5ReA calculated at UB3LYP-
D3/BS2//UB3LYP/BS1. Optimized geometries of the transition states are given with bond lengths in angstroms, the bond angle in degrees and the imaginary 
frequency in cm‒1. UB3LYP/BS3 optimized structures are given in parenthesis. 

We also optimized the 5TS1HA,C3S and 5TS1HA,C4S structures with 
UB3LYP/BS3; however, very little changes in the optimized 
geometries with respect to UB3LYP/BS1 are seen. For both 
structures the CH and OH distances are within 0.01Å and only 
the FeO is shortened by up to 0.04Å. As such the basis set has 
little influence on the optimized structures and BS1 and BS3 give 
qualitative similar results.  
Typically in hydrogen atom abstraction transition states by 
nonheme iron(IV)-oxo species the quintet spin state pathways 
shows approach of the substrate from the top and an almost linear 
FeOC bond angle.[20] Despite this large difference in oxidant 
approach between 5TS1HA,C3S and 5TS1HA,C3R based on the 
FeOC3 angle; actually an overlay of the two optimized 
geometries does not show major differences (Supporting 
Information, Figure S5). However, there are major differences in 
vibrational entropy between the two structures, whereby 
5TS1HA,C3S has a 12.1 cal mol‒1 K‒1 larger vibrational entropy than 
5TS1HA,C3R. Moreover, when all small vibrations with magnitude 
smaller than 50 cm‒1 are removed from the equation, the entropy 
difference is reversed and 5TS1HA,C3R has a larger vibrational 
entropy by 16.0 cal mol‒1 K‒1. This corresponds to a free energy 
stabilization of 4.8 kcal mol‒1 and reverses the individual barrier 
heights. The large vibrational entropy contribution of 5TS1HA,C3R is 
unrealistic and probably the result of a gas-phase model, where 
the vibrational contributions are overestimated. Thus, previously 
we did a comparative study on experimental and computational 
enthalpy and free energies of activation for oxygen atom transfer 

reactions and found the entropy to be overestimated by as much 
as 50% in model.[21] Moreover, the enthalpy values predict the 
experimental product distributions correctly and appear to be 
more realistic. As such, we will focus on E+ZPE values only.  
To test whether replacement of the transferring hydrogen atom by 
deuterium would have an effect on the barrier heights, we re-
evaluated the vibrational frequencies by replacing the pro-R and 
pro-S hydrogen atom on the C3-position by deuterium. Thus, with 
a deuterium atom on the pro-R position and a hydrogen atom at 
the pro-S position the 5TS1HA,C3R and 5TS1HA,C3S barriers change 
to G‡ = 12.8 and 13.5 kcal mol‒1, respectively. Consequently, the 
order of the hydrogen atom abstraction barriers does not change, 
but the energy gap narrows to within 1 kcal mol‒1. The reverse 
situation with a deuterium atom on the pro-S position and a 
hydrogen atom at the pro-R position gives free energies of 
activation of G‡ = 11.7 and 14.7 kcal mol‒1 and widens the 
energy gap. 
As the hydrogen atom abstraction step is rate-determining for the 
first hydroxylation cycle of L-Arg by OrfP, we calculated the kinetic 
isotope effects (KIEs) using the Eyring and Wigner methods. Both 
C3R and C3S pathways give a KIEEyring of about 8, which rises to 
14 – 15 when quantum mechanical tunneling corrections are 
added. These are typical values of hydrogen atom abstraction 
kinetic isotope effects that are commonly seen in hydrogen atom 
abstraction reactions by nonheme iron(IV)-oxo complexes in 
enzymatic and biomimetic model complexes.[22] 

5TSHA,C3S

C3-H: 1.302 (1.297)
O-H: 1.233 (1.228)
Fe-O: 1.758 (1.736)
Fe-O-C3: 167 (162)i1340 (i1453) cm‒1

5TSHA,C4S

C4-H: 1.358 (1.367)
O-H: 1.187 (1.182)
Fe-O: 1.762 (1.729)
Fe-O-C4: 127 (125)

i1694 (i1910) cm‒1

5TSHA,C3R

C3-H: 1..265
O-H: 1.272
Fe-O: 1.764
Fe-O-C3: 139

i1182 cm‒1
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Figure 4. Electron transfer processes for hydrogen atom abstraction and OH rebound via 5 (top) and 5 (bottom) pathways and group spin densities () as obtained 
from the optimized transition state geometries. 

After the hydrogen atom abstraction transition states all structures 
relax to a radical intermediate IM1; however, the two structures 
with a radical on C3 (5IM1C3S and 5IM1C3R) are very wide apart with 
5IM1C3S lower in energy than 5IM1C3R by 7.9 kcal mol‒1. By contrast, 
the 5IM1C4S is within 1.1 kcal mol‒1 of 5IM1C3S. Therefore, the 
ordering of the radical intermediates 5IM1 are different from those 
of the transition states and probably is the result of the tight 
substrate binding and positioning that affect the kinetics 
dramatically.  
Next, an OH rebound step takes place from the IM1 intermediates. 
The pathway from 5IM1C3 gives small rebound transition states of 
less than 3 kcal mol‒1 to give alcohol products with large 
exothermicity. This small rebound barrier will imply that 5IM1C3 
has a short lifetime and collapse to products without 
rearrangement and stereochemical scrambling of products. On 
the other hand, the rebound barrier 5TS2reb,C4S is 14.7 kcal mol‒1 
above 5IM1C4S and hence the radical intermediate 5IM1C4S will 
have a finite lifetime. Interestingly, the alcohol product complexes 
(IM2) have different ordering than the IM1 states, whereby the 
most stable structure is 5IM2C3R. Overall, the DFT modelling on 
cycle 1 of OrfP shows that a mixture of 3S-hydroxyarginine and 
3R-hydroxyarginine may be expected as those pathways have 
competing reaction barriers and rate constants. 
To understand the different substrate to oxidant angles (FeOC 
angle), we show the possible electron transfer pathways in the 
hydrogen atom abstraction and OH rebound steps in Figure 4. As 
discussed above the reactant has *xy

1 *xz
1 *yz

1 *x2-y2
1 

configuration, while the substrate CH bond is occupied with two 
electrons. Upon hydrogen atom transfer, the CH bond cleaves 
homolytically and a radical is left on the substrate in orbital Sub. 
The electron of the hydrogen atom moves into the metal 3d-block 
and generally there are two possibilities called the 5 and 5 
pathways.[23] In the 5 pathway an electron transfer from the 
substrate into the virtual *z2 orbital takes place to give a radical 
intermediate 5IM1HA, with configuration *xy

1 *xz
1 *yz

1 *x2-y2
1 

*z2
1 Sub

1. As the *z2 orbital is located along the FeO axis the 
substrate will approach from the top and an almost linear FeOC 
angle is obtained in the transition state. In the radical intermediate 
the five metal-type orbitals are antiferromagnetically coupled to a 
radical on the substrate and are exchange stabilized. The 
alternative mechanism for substrate hydroxylation is via the 5-
pathway, where the initial electron transfer from the substrate into 
the singly occupied *xy orbital takes place. This then gives an 
intermediate with electronic configuration *xy

2 *xz
1 *yz

1 *x2-y2
1 

Sub
1, where now all unpaired electrons are ferromagnetically 

coupled. The radical rebound pathways brings the 5 and 5 
pathways together into the same alcohol product complex 5IM2 
with configuration *xy

2 *xz
1 *yz

1 *x2-y2
1 *z2

1.  Electron transfer 
into the *xy orbital gives a side-on approach and a more bent 
structure (typically around 120) is found. Based on the electron-
transfer processes these pathways are called the 5 and 5-
pathways. To find out, whether our hydrogen atom abstraction 
pathways belong to the 5 or 5-type, we analyzed the molecular 
orbitals and unpaired spin density of the three hydrogen atom 
abstraction transition states 5TS1HA. 
Group spin densities of 5TS1HA,C3S, 5TS1HA,C3R and 5TS1HA,C4S 
transition states are given in Figure 4. The spin density for the 
C3H hydrogen atom abstraction is large on the iron (Fe = 3.85 
for both), while negative spin density is accumulating on the 
substrate. Consequently, these spin densities characterize both 
C3H hydrogen atom abstraction barriers as 5 pathway 
structures. By contrast, the 5TS1HA,C4S transition state has positive 
spin density on the substrate (Sub = 0.50), while the spin on iron 
is only Fe = 2.76. Therefore, the 5TS1HA,C4S transition state is of 
the 5-pathway rather than of 5. 
In an attempt to find the 5-pathway structures, some molecular 
orbitals of the 5-pathway transition states were swapped; 
however, during the SCF convergence this electronic 
configuration was not stable and relaxed to the 5 electronic 
configuration and geometry instead.  
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Scheme 3. Reaction mechanisms investigated in this work for hydroxyarginine hydroxylation by an iron(IV)-oxo species of OrfP. 

Therefore, the C3H and C4H hydrogen atom abstraction 
pathways give differences in electronic configuration and electron 
transfer processes that is forced upon the system through 
substrate binding and positioning. These electronic and 
stereochemical effects push the reaction to C3-hydroxylation of L-
Arg selectively. 
 
Second oxygenation cycle of L-Arg by OrfP.  

In the next set of calculations we explored the second 
hydroxylation cycle of arginine. Experimental studies show that 
OrfP enzymes are able to incorporate two hydroxyl groups into an 
arginine molecule.[1f,9,11] We hypothesized that after the first 
hydroxylation step of the substrate is completed, the 
hydroxyarginine is not released from the enzyme but only 
succinate. Subsequently, another catalytic cycle starts with 
binding of a new molecule of KG and O2 to the iron center that 
then react to form a second iron(IV)-oxo and succinate species. 
To this end, we took the optimized geometry of the 3S-
hydroxyarginine, 3R-hydroxyarginine and 4S-hydroxyarginine 
bound iron(II) complexes, i.e. 5IM2C3S, 5IM2C3R and 5IM2C4S, and 
replaced the iron(II) group by iron(IV)-oxo to form 5IM3C3S, 5IM3C3R 
and 5IM3C4S, which kept the overall charge the same. Thereafter, 
the hydroxylation of the pro-R C4H group of 3S-hydroxyarginine 
in 5IM3C3S and the hydroxylation of the pro-R C3H group in 4S-
hydroxyarginine was studied to form the 3R,4R-dihydroxyarginine 
product IM5C3C4 (Scheme 3). Note that the dihydroxylation 
changes the stereochemistry on atom C3 from 3S in the mono-
hydroxylated species to 3R in the dihydroxylated arginine. The 
second hydroxylation step starts with a hydrogen atom 
abstraction via 5TS3HA to form a radical intermediate 5IM4HA. A 
radical rebound via transition state 5TS4reb gives the 
dihydroxylated arginine product complex 5IM5C3C4. Figure 5 
shows the potential energy landscape for the second 
hydroxylation cycle starting from these 5IM3B. In addition to these 
two pathways we also investigated the hydrogen atom abstraction 
from the C3H group in 3R-hydroxyarginine.  

The iron(IV)-oxo species for the second reaction cycle for 3S-
hydroxyarginine and 3R-hydroxyarginine  bound complexes 
(5IM3B,C3S and 5IM3B,C3R) are shown in Figure 5. They have similar 
features as the reactant species of cycle 1 with an Fe‒O distance 
of 1.656 and 1.650 Å, respectively, and the same electronic 
configuration of *xy

1 *xz
1 *yz

1 *x2-y2
1. The only difference is a 

hydrogen bonding interaction between the alcohol group of 3S-
hydroxyarginine and the oxo group, which may have elongated 
the FeO bond slightly. Nevertheless, the C4H group is 
positioned close to the oxo group at a distance of 3.159 Å 
5IM3B,C3S. In contrast, in 5IM3B,C3R the C3H group is much further 
away and positioned at a distance of 5.019 Å. Therefore, we 
decided to explore hydrogen atom abstraction from the C3H 
position instead: the C3HO distance is 3.985 Å in 5IM3B,C3R.  
Thereafter, the hydrogen atom abstraction by the iron(IV)-oxo 
species 5IM3B,C3S from the C4H position was calculated and a 
barrier of E‡+ZPE = 11.6 kcal mol‒1 is found. This is much lower 
in energy than the hydrogen atom abstraction from the C4H 
position obtained for L-arginine, i.e. 23.2 kcal mol‒1 see Figure 3. 
An analysis of the group spin densities of 5TS3HA,C4 gives a spin 
of 3.93 on iron and a spin of 0.42 on the C4 atom of the substrate 
and an orbital occupation of *xy

1 *xz
1 *yz

1 *x2-y2
1 *z2

1 Sub
1. 

Consequently, 5TS3HA,C4 has a 5 electronic configuration, while 
5TS1HA,C4 had a 5 configuration. These differences are probably 
the result of the hydrogen bonding interaction from the hydroxo 
group of substrate to the oxo group that constraints the substrate 
approach and withdraws electron density. Indeed in previous 
work we showed that hydrogen bonding interactions to an 
iron(IV)-oxo species influence reaction barriers.[18] Geometrically, 
the transition state 5TS3HA,C4 is relatively central with almost equal 
CH and OH distances, i.e. 1.245 Å (C4H bond) and 1.296 Å 
(OH bond). The C4OFe angle, however, is somewhat bent 
(140) while for the first hydrogen atom abstraction transition 
states (TS1HA above) have an angle close to 180. Consequently, 
there is considerable constraint in the structure probably due to 
hydrogen bonding interactions in the substrate binding pocket.  
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Figure 5. Potential energy landscape for 3-hydroxyarginine and 4-hydroxyarginine hydroxylation to form the dihydroxoarginine and -ketoarginine products. 
Energies calculated at UB3LYP-D3/BS2//UB3LYP/BS1. Outside parenthesis are E+ZPE values, while free energies are in parenthesis. Optimized geometries of 
the transition states are given with bond lengths in angstroms, angles in degrees and the imaginary frequency in cm‒1. 

After the transition state, the system relaxes to a radical 
intermediate via an almost thermoneutral process (E+ZPE = 
1.2 kcal mol‒1 with respect to 5IM3B,C3S). A subsequent rebound 
barrier of 6.1 kcal mol‒1 above 5IM4HA,C4 leads to the 
dihydroxylated arginine products 5IM5C3C4 with large exothermicity. 
The alternative pathway starting from 5IM3B,C4S to form 5IM5C3C4 
was also studied. Thus, a transition state of E‡+ZPE = 12.0 kcal 
mol‒1 leads to a radical intermediate that is 2.6 kcal mol‒1 more 
stable than 5IM3B,C3S. A small OH rebound barrier of 4.3 kcal mol‒
1 above 5IM4HA,C3 then leads to the 3R,4R-dihydroxyarginine 
product. The transition state geometry of 5TS3HA,C3 is given in 
Figure 5 and has the transferring the hydrogen atom almost 
midway between the donor and acceptor groups: the C3H 
distance is 1.311 Å and the HO distance is 1.220 Å. The 
C3OFe angle is 166 and therefore much larger than the 
corresponding angle in 5TS3HA,C4 of 140. 
These reaction barriers are low in energy and of the same order 
of magnitude as the first hydrogen atom abstraction from the pro-
S position of the C3H group in Figure 3 above. Therefore, the 
dihydroxylated product can be formed from either 3S-
hydroxyarginine or 4S-hydroxyarginine with similar rate constants 
and reaction barriers. However, as shown in Figure 3 above, the 
first hydroxylation step is highly selective and will give dominant 
3S-hydroxyarginine through the first oxygen atom transfer cycle. 
Finally, we explored activation of 3R-hydroxyarginine in a second 
reaction cycle. As the C4H group is located far away, due to the 
positioning of 3R-hydroxyarginine in the substrate binding pocket 
we instead studied the C3H abstraction pathway via transition 

state 5TS3HA,C3-2. A barrier of only 1.3 kcal mol‒1 with respect to 
5IM3B,C3S is found, which is not surprising as a weak tertiary CH 
bond is broken. This transition state is early with a short C3H 
distance of 1.172 Å and a long OH distance of 1.501 Å. The 
barrier has a small imaginary frequency of i394 cm‒1 with a 
dominant C3HO stretch vibration. However, the transition states 
also show movement for the OH group of the substrate in the 
direction of the carboxylate group of Glu156. Indeed, after the 
hydrogen atom abstraction barrier the system does not relax to a 
radical intermediate but a rapid second hydrogen atom transfer 
takes place from the substrate OH group to the Glu156 group, 
which desaturates the C3O bond of substrate and form the -
keto-arginine product (5IM6ketone). This product cannot be formed 
from 3S-hydroxyarginine and 4S-hydroxyarginine as the tertiary 
CH bond points away from the iron-oxo group and hence these 
groups are not accessible for the iron(IV)-oxo species. It is evident 
from our calculations, therefore, that 3R-hydroxyarginine most 
likely leads to desaturation of the substrate through a very efficient 
and low-energy reaction process in the first reaction cycle and 
consequently, substrate binding and positioning should block this 
potential pathway. As such, substrate positioning is crucial in OrfP 
enzymes and the substrate binding pocket is evolved to maximize 
the yield of products and minimize the amount of by-products. In 
particular, the tertiary CH bonds of the mono-hydroxylated 
arginine should point away from the metal center so that no 
desaturation pathways become accessible.  
 

5IM3B,C3S

Fe-O: 1.656
C4H-O: 3.159

5TS3HA,C4
5TS3HA,C3

Fe-O: 1.762
C3-H: 1.311
H-O: 1.220
C3-O-Fe: 166

i1391 cm‒1

i965 cm‒1

5IM3B,C3R

Fe-O: 1.650
C4H-O: 5.019

5TS3HA,C3-2

Fe-O: 1.752
C3-H: 1.172
H-O: 1.501
C3-O-Fe: 134

Fe-O: 1.805
C4-H: 1.245
H-O: 1.296
C4-O-Fe: 140

i394 cm‒1
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Figure 6. Overlay of the pdb files of OrfP[9] and VioC[5d] with the focus on the KG binding pocket (left) and L-Arg binding pocket (right). 

Discussion 

To understand the details of the dihydroxylation mechanism of L-
Arg by OrfP enzymes, we analyzed the thermochemical 
properties of the oxidant and substrate in more detail and made a 
comparison with analogous enzymes. We compared the 
structures of two arginine activating nonheme iron dioxygenases, 
namely OrfP and VioC. These two nonheme iron dioxygenases 
react differently with L-arginine as a substrate, whereby VioC 
selectively hydroxylates it at the C3-position and OrfP performs 
the dihydroxylation to form 3R,4R-dihydroxyarginine. A structural 
comparison between the OrfP and VioC crystal structure 
coordinates (4M2E versus 6ALM pdb files)[5d,9] is given in Figure 
6 as an overlay of the active site regions of the two enzymes. Both 
enzymes utilize KG, dioxygen and L-Arg on a nonheme iron 
center that is bound to the protein through a 2-His/1-Glu facial 
triad coordination. The overlay on the left focuses on the KG 
binding area, while the one on the right zooms into the L-Arg 
binding area. As can be seen from Figure 6, the two enzymes 
have an almost identical KG binding loop that starts from the 
axial histidine ligand (His303 in OrfP and His316 in VioC) and the 
peptide chain continues with HGRXXFQXRYDGXDRWLKR. 
Hence in this loop of 19 amino acids only four residues (labeled 
as X) do not match between the two proteins and all of those 
amino acids point away from the KG binding pocket. Clearly, the 
KG binding loop is highly conserved and may show a similar 
amino acid chain in most KG dependent nonheme iron 
dioxygenases. Indeed, it has been reported that a HX13R loop 
from the axial ligand reaches a conserved Arg residue that binds 
and positions KG in the substrate binding pocket.[24] The overlay 
on the left-hand-side of Figure 6 indeed puts the residues of this 
loop in virtually the same position in both enzymes. In OrfP the 
Arg317 forms a salt bridge with KG, while the analogous residue 

Arg330 has that role in VioC. Interestingly, the next Arg in this chain 
(Arg321 in OrfP/Arg334 in VioC) locks the carboxylate group of the 
substrate in a salt bridge. 
Another conserved region between the OrfP and VioC structures 
relates to the His and Glu iron ligands (His168 and Glu170 for OrfP 
and His154 and Glu156 for VioC) with a peptide region 
WHTEDAFXPY, whereby the Asp residue (Asp171 for OrfP and 
Asp157 for VioC) forms a hydrogen bonding interaction with the 
NH3

+ group of L-Arg. By contrast the guanidinium group of L-Arg 
forms a salt bridge with Asp255 (OrfP) and Asp268 (VioC). In 
addition, the substrate binding pocket is aligned with the 
conserved residues Asp208/Asp222, Ser210/Ser224 and 
Phe258/Phe271, for OrfP and VioC, respectively. The only 
difference seen from the overlay of the structures appears to be 
the position of a substrate binding pocket Gln residue (Gln123 in 
OrfP and Gln137 in VioC) that has shifted inside in OrfP. In addition, 
the replacement of Tyr257 (OrfP) with Asp in VioC on the edge of 
the substrate binding pocket is observed. The latter is highlighted 
in green in Figure 6 and implicates that VioC has an additional 
hydrogen bonding interaction to the substrate guanidium group 
that is missing in OrfP. The overlay of the pdb structures of VioC 
and OrfP shown in Figure 6; therefore, implies that their active site 
features, and KG and substrate binding environments are highly 
alike. As such, the structures do not give a clear reason why 
different reaction products are obtained in the two reaction 
mechanisms. The analysis and comparison of the crystal 
structure coordinates of OrfP and VioC; however, implicates that 
both enzymes will preferentially activate L-Arg on the C3-position 
as that group appears to be closest to the metal center. Indeed, 
our lowest energy reaction pathways for the first hydroxylation 
cycle in OrfP give the lowest barriers for hydrogen atom 
abstraction from the C3H position leading to 3S-hydroxyarginine 
products. Consequently, both VioC and OrfP are C3-activating 
nonheme iron enzymes of L-Arg substrate due to careful 
substrate positioning in the substrate binding pocket. 

OrfP / VioC

KG binding area

His303/His316

Arg305/Arg318

Gly304/Gly317

Arg317/Arg330

Leu319/Leu332

Arg321/Arg334

Phe308/Phe321

OrfP / VioC

substrate binding area

Phe258/Phe271

Asp255/Asp268

Asp208/Asp222

Ser210/Ser224

Gln123/Gln137

Arg321/Arg334

Asp171/Asp157

Glu170/Glu156

Tyr257/Asp270
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To gain further insight into the differences of the L-Arg activation 
mechanisms of VioC and OrfP, we created an active site cluster 
model of VioC with 3S-hydroxyarginine bound and optimized its 
geometry at UB3LYP/BS1: 5IM2C3S,VioC. An overlay of the 
5IM2C3S,VioC structure with the OrfP optimized geometry of 3S-
hydroxyarginine, i.e. 5IM2C3S, is shown in Figure 7. As can be seen 
from Figure 7, most of the protein residues are in a similar position 
between the two structures. In particular, the first coordination 
sphere ligands, i.e. the 2-His/1-Glu coordinated ligands and the 
succinate are in virtually the same position. Clearly, the 
differences in reactivity are not the result of differences in the 
coordination environment of the metal and hence come from the 
second coordination sphere and product release. 

 

Figure 7. Overlay of UB3LYP/BS1 optimized geometries of 3S-hydroxyarginine 
bound iron(II) complexes of OrfP and VioC. Protein backbone of VioC in grey 
with 3S-hydroxyarginine in orange, while the protein backbone for OrfP is in light 
blue with the 3S-hydroxyarginine in green. Key differences between the two 
structures are highlighted in orange for VioC and green for OrfP. 

As discussed in Figure 6 above, VioC has an extra carboxylic acid 
group in the substrate binding pocket, namely Asp270, where OrfP 
has a Tyr residue. The optimized geometry of 3S-hydroxyarginine 
in the VioC model as a result is positioned differently and the 
guanidinium group is twisted with respect of the OrfP structure. 
This points the hydroxo group more towards the iron atom and 
may prevent further dioxygen binding to the iron center. In 
contrast, in OrfP the guanidinium group of 3S-hydroxyarginine 
only forms a salt bridge with Asp255, which points the 
hydroxyarginine tail down, while the other terminus is pointed 
slightly up. This means the hydroxyl group is slightly further from 
the metal center and a gap has appeared where O2 can be 
inserted to trigger a new catalytic cycle. The tight substrate 
positioning in VioC may prevent this. In addition to the extra 
carboxylic acid group in VioC, the row of amino acids Leu156-Val157 
is located slightly higher in the substrate binding pocket than the 
corresponding residues (Gln142-Leu143) in OrfP. Therefore, the 
binding pocket in OrfP is tighter and smaller in OrfP than it is in 
VioC and consequently product release will be slowed down. 
These seemingly small differences between the two enzymes 
determine the product release mechanism and enable a second 
oxidation cycle in OrfP, which does not happen in VioC. 

Next, we did a thermochemical analysis of the substrate, the 
intermediates and products and focused on the CH bond 
strengths of the various aliphatic positions of L-Arg and the 
hydroxyarginine isomers in the structure in the protein. To this end, 
we calculated the bond dissociation energy (BDE) of various CH 
bonds of L-Arg by calculating an isolated L-Arg molecule, a H-
atom and the substrate with one hydrogen atom removed, Eq. 
1.[25] The energy difference between these three structures is then 
the BDE1CH for that particular position. In addition, the CH bond 
dissociation energies of several CH bonds in the 
hydroxyarginine structures from the geometries of the IM2 
intermediates were calculated (Eq 2): BDE2CH. 
 
L-Arg  [L-Arg – H•] + H• + BDE1CH (1) 
ArgOH  [ArgOH – H•] + H• + BDE2CH (2) 
 
The BDE1CH and BDE2CH for L-Arg, 3S-hydroxyarginine, 4S-
hydroxylarginine and 3R-hydroxyarginine were calculated for 
various CH bonds at the UB3LYP/6-311++G** level of theory 
with solvent corrections included and are summarized in Figure 8. 
As can be seen the highlighted three CH bond strengths of L-
Arg are within 3.3 kcal mol‒1 from each other, whereby the 
BDE1C4S-H and BDE1C3R-H are the lowest in energy at 94.0/94.1 
kcal mol‒1, while the BDE1C3S-H is slightly higher in energy at 97.3 
kcal mol‒1, respectively.   
Therefore, if the aliphatic CH abstraction reaction from L-Arg by 
the enzyme is governed by the CH bond strength of the 
substrate only, the reaction should proceed with dominant 
hydrogen atom abstraction from the pro-R C3 and pro-S C4 
position of the substrate with minor amounts of pro-S C3 
hydroxylation. The DFT calculations shown above in Figure 3 on 
the enzymatic model, in contrast, show that the lowest barrier is 
obtained for C3H hydrogen atom abstraction from the pro-S C3 
position. Therefore, the 3S-hydroxyarginine is predicted to be the 
dominant product in the first reaction cycle based on the DFT 
cluster calculations even though the pro-S C3H bond is not the 
weakest C‒H bond in the substrate. Thus, under ideal substrate 
approach, i.e. without substrate perturbation from the protein, the 
C4-hydroxylation should be the dominant product. Clearly, 
substrate positioning and the tightness of the substrate binding 
pocket, guides the reaction to the pro-S C3H bond selectively. 
The C4H pathway, by contrast, appears to be higher in energy in 
the calculations on the enzymatic system as a result of access to 
a higher energy potential energy landscape with 5 configuration. 
In addition, electrostatic interactions from the protein may 
destabilize its pathway. These wide differences in hydrogen atom 
abstraction barriers must result from the substrate binding and 
positioning that affects the accessibility of the substrate by the 
oxidant. 
Technically, the first hydrogen atom abstraction step in Figure 3 
should correlate with the energy to break the CH bond in the 
substrate minus the energy to form the OH bond in the iron(III)-
hydroxo intermediate.[25] Previously, for a small cluster model 
complex we calculated a BDEFeOH value of 93.0 kcal mol‒1.[26]  
Based on the difference between BDE1CH and BDEFeOH, we 
would predict a reaction enthalpy from reactants to IM1HA of 4.3, 
1.1 and 1.0 kcal mol‒1 for the pro-S C3, pro-S C4 and pro-R C3 
pathways, respectively. These values are close to the IM1HA,C3S 
and IM1HA,C4S energies and shows that the optimized structures of 
the radical intermediates have limited disruption through the 
protein environment.  

Asp270

Asp268

Gln142Leu143

Leu156Val157
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Figure 8. UB3LYP/6-311++G**+ZPE calculated C‒H bond dissociation energies for various bonds in L-Arg. Values in kcal mol‒1. 

However, the kinetics is strongly affected by the shape and size 
of the protein pocket and hence the transition states (TS1HA) 
follow a different ordering than the radical intermediates (IM1HA) 
and cover a wider energy range. 
We also calculated the strength of various possible COH bonds 
that are formed, designated BDE1C-O, via a similar procedure as 
the BDE1CH values, but where we keep the geometry of the 
hydroxyarginine as in the IM2 structures. The three CO bond 
strengths in 3S-hydroxyarginine, 3R-hydroxyarginine and 4S-
hydroxyarginine are 95.9, 110.9 and 90.4 kcal mol‒1, respectively. 
Consequently, based on the thermodynamics of the reaction 
there are many CH bonds in the substrate of almost equal 
strength. Under ideal conditions, where the substrate approach is 
unperturbed; therefore, a mixture of products will be formed. 
However, substrate positioning reduces the number of reaction 
products and guides the reaction to C3H activation selectively. 
In a final set of calculations, we explored the CH bond strengths 
of various CH bonds in the hydroxyarginine complexes, where 
we keep the hydroxyarginine as in the geometry of the IM2 
structures. These BDE2CH values are given in Figure 8 as well. 
The C3H BDE2CH values in 4S-hydroxyarginine are 111.8 (pro-
S) and 106.9 (pro-R) kcal mol‒1, whereas the tertiary CH bond 
strength at the C4-position is 107.3 kcal mol‒1. Thus, the weakest 
CH bonds for 4S-hydroxyarginine are the pro-R C3 and C4 CH 
bonds. As such it is important that the C4H bond points away 
from the reaction center as its abstraction will not lead to 3R,4R-
dihydroxyarginine products. Indeed, our optimized geometry 
shows this bond to point upwards. 
For 3S-hydroxyarginine we calculated CH bond energies for the 
pro-R C4 position of 108.4 kcal mol‒1, while the tertiary C3H bond 
has a strength of BDE2CH = 106.6 kcal mol‒1. Also for 3S-

hydroxyarginine it is crucial that the C3H bond points away from 
the reaction center and also in this case our optimized geometry 
shows it to point away from the iron atom. Finally, the 3R-
hydroxyarginine structure (bottom structure in Figure 8) has a very 
weak tertiary pro-S C3H bond of BDE2C3S-H = 91.2 kcal mol‒1 and 
a well stronger pro-R C4H bond of BDE2C4R-H = 99.8 kcal mol‒1. 
Clearly, the weakest bond will lead to the 3,3,-dihydroxylated 
product or give desaturation to form -ketoarginine and hence 
substrate positioning needs to avoid bringing this hydrogen atom 
close to the active site. Consequently, positioning of 3S-
hydroxyarginine and 4S-hydroxyarginine in the OrfP binding 
pocket gives orientations where the weak tertiary CH bond is 
oriented away from the reaction center and it will be unlikely to be 
activated, while that is not possible for 3R-hydroxyarginine bound. 
Finally, we estimated the binding free energy (BFE) of 3S-
hydroxyarginine, 3R-hydroxyarginine and 4S-hydroxyarginine in 
the substrate binding pockets of OrfP and VioC. To this end we 
took the optimized geometries 5IM2C3S, 5IM2C3R and 5IM2C4S and 
split the system into hydroxyarginine and protein and then did a 
single point frequency calculation of each of the fragments to 
estimate the binding free energy of the hydroxyarginine in the 
binding pocket. The largest binding free energy (BFE) for OrfP is 
found for 4S-hydroxyarginine with a value of 101 kcal mol‒1, while 
it is 96 kcal mol‒1 for 3R-hydroxyarginine and 94 kcal mol‒1 for 3S-
hydroxyarginine. These binding free energies implicate that 4S-
hydroxyarginine will be the strongest bound and it will be difficult 
to release it from the substrate binding pocket, whereas 3S- and 
3R-hydroxyarginine form a slightly weaker interaction with the 
protein pocket. Therefore, the binding free energies of the singly 
hydroxylated products do not give an explanation for the 
dihydroxylation process in OrfP. 
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Figure 9. UB3LYP/BS1 optimized geometries of singly hydroxylated Arg complexes IM2 with bond lengths in angstroms. Also given are calculated binding free 
energies (BFE) of singly hydroxylated Arg in the binding pocket of OrfP (VioL) in kcal mol‒1. 

Optimized geometries of the 5IM2C3S, 5IM2C3R and 5IM2C4S 
structures are shown in Figure 9. In both 5IM2C3S and 5IM2C3R the 
FeO bond between the metal and the product is long (>2.4Å), 
which is much longer than that typically seen for a covalent bond 
and hence will be a weak intermolecular interaction. The structure 
with hydroxyarginine the strongest bound, i.e. 5IM2C4S, has a very 
short FeO interaction of only 2.174 Å. It also has the shortest 
OH distance of the hydroxyl group of hydroxyarginine with a 
neighboring oxygen atom donor: in this case a distance of 1.569 
Å to the carboxylate of Glu156 is found. Thanks to these short 
distances the 4S-hydroxyarginine will bind stronger than 3S- and 
3R-hydroxyarginine. 
To understand substrate binding better we also calculated a VioC 
model with 3S-hydroxyarginine and 4S-hydroxyarginine bound. 
The corresponding BFE values are 115 and 158 kcal mol‒1, 
respectively. These values implicate the hydroxyarginine binds 
stronger in the VioC structure than in the OrfP structure, which 
would contradict the product release seen in those enzymes. 
Probably, the larger binding energy for VioC with respect to OrfP 
is due to the extra carboxylic acid group in the binding area, i.e. 
Asp270 that forms a strong link with the substrate. However, the 
size of the empty substrate binding pocket we measure from the 
IM2 optimized structures in OrfP are 1161 and 1187 Å3 for 5IM2C3S 
and 5IM2C4S, respectively, while the corresponding values for the 
VioC structures are 1322 and 1291 Å3. Therefore, the product 
binding pocket in VioC is larger and gives the substrate and 
product more flexibility and mobility enables the hydroxyarginine 
to break free and escape, while the tight substrate/product binding 
pocket in OrfP locks the hydroxyarginine in and prevents it from 
escaping. It appears, therefore, that a single additional amino acid 

in VioC, namely Asp270, can pull the hydroxyarginine product 
away from the iron center and enable its release from the 
substrate binding pocket. This product-release mechanism 
appears to be missing in OrfP. It would be interesting to see 
whether the Tyr257Asp or Tyr257Glu mutations in OrfP would 
indeed enable release of monohydroxylated arginine from the 
substrate binding pocket and affect the reactivity. 

Conclusion 

The work presented here represents a computational study into 
the dihydroxylating nonheme iron dioxygenase OrfP. Using large 
active site cluster models we calculated the mechanism on all low-
lying spin states. We show that the reaction proceeds by two 
consecutive hydroxylation reactions by an iron(IV)-oxo species. 
The first cycle has a rate-determining hydrogen atom abstraction 
from the C3S-position of substrate and is followed by a small 
rebound barrier to give 3S-hydroxyarginine with a small 
preference over 3R-hydroxyarginine, while the 4S-
hydroxyarginine pathway is well higher in energy. The second 
cycle then binds KG and oxygen to form another iron(IV)-oxo 
species. Also the second cycle has a rate-determining hydrogen 
atom abstraction step with similar barriers for the pathways 
starting from 3S-hydroxyarginine and 4S-hydroxyarginine to form 
the dihydroxylated product. Interestingly, the calculations show 
that 3R-hydroxyarginine in a second cycle would – via a small 
reaction barrier – be converted into -ketoarginine through a 
desaturation step rather than lead to hydroxylation. Overall the 
calculations reveal that the reaction happens through negative 

5IM2C3S

5IM2C3R
5IM2C4S

O-H: 1.827
Fe-O: 2.540

O-H: 1.673
Fe-O: 2.423

O-H: 1.569
Fe-O: 2.174

BFE [kcal mol‒1]

C3S 94 (115)

C3R 96

C4S 101 (158)
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catalysis, where a low energy pathway, i.e. the breaking of the 
C4‒H bond, is avoided in favor of the breaking of a stronger bond. 
This selectivity is the result of substrate positioning in a very tight 
binding pocket that guides substrate and oxidant to the C3‒H 
group for substrate hydroxylation in cycle 1. Our calculations 
highlight the function of an active site Asp residue as a hinge to 
lift the monohydroxylated product out of the binding pocket of 
VioC, which is missing in OrfP. 

Experimental Section 

Model Set-Up. 

A density functional theory (DFT) cluster model was created using 
procedures described previously.[27] The 4M2E pdb file was used,[11,12] 
whereby we selected chain A and replaced L-homo-Arg substrate 
manually by L-Arg and docked KG in the structure using the SwissDock 
web server.[16] Subsequently, hydrogen atoms were added in Chimera at 
pH = 7,[28] and we made sure to check all polar residues: All Asp and Glu 
side-chains were deprotonated and all Arg and Lys side-chains protonated. 
The His residues in the protein were visually inspected for neighbouring 
hydrogen bonding donor and acceptor groups and based on the analysis 
all were chosen to be singly protonated on either the N or N atom. In the 
active site model we replaced the iron(II) ion by an iron(IV)-oxo species 
with a starting distance of 1.62 Å and the oxo trans to His303, while KG 
was replaced by succinate to create the active oxidant species in the 
enzyme. These changes kept the overall charge of the model the same, 
which was thereafter solvated with water in Chimera. A 20 ns molecular 
dynamics simulation was run on this structure (Figure S1 and S2, 
Supporting Information). The MD simulation gave very little changes to the 
protein structure and kept all features of the active site in tact during the 
full run. As such, OrfP is a rigid protein, where the active site and substrate 
binding pocket show little changes over time. 

Next, we analysed the first and second coordination sphere of the iron and 
substrate environment in detail and included in the model all groups that 
determine the shape and constraints of the substrate and cofactor binding 
environments and particularly included key hydrogen bonding interactions 
of charged residues and salt-bridges. Thus, the cluster model includes two 
long protein chains that circumvent the cofactor and substrate-binding 
pocket, namely the peptide chains Leu151-Thr152-Trp153-His154-Thr155-
Glu156 and Asp208-Glu209-Ser210-His211. Amino acid residues pointing away 
from the active site where shortened to Gly residues in the model, i.e. 
Trp153, Thr155 and Glu209, but their protein backbone was kept in the model. 
The side chains of the residues Gln142-Leu143, Asp255, Phe258, and Arg321 
were included in the model. A hydrogen atom was added to the positions 
where a bond was cut to restore the valencies of the atoms. The axial 
histidine ligand (His303) of iron was shortened to methylimidazole. Finally, 
based on the solvated structure we decided to include two water molecules 
in the model: one positioned near the carboxylate group of the substrate 
and the other near the guanidinium group. Overall, our DFT cluster model 
consists of 275 atoms, has overall charge of ‒1 and was calculated with 
multiplicity singlet, triplet and quintet spin. As the model contains many 
internal hydrogen bonding interactions, no constraints on the system were 
used. An overlay of the optimized reactant structure and the original pdb 
file (Supporting Information Figure S4) indeed shows little differences on 
the overall shape and structure of the chemical system. 

Procedures. 

The Gaussian-09 software package was used for all quantum chemical 
calculations.[29] Following previous experience with cluster models of 
nonheme iron dioxygenases,[30] we utilized the unrestricted B3LYP density 
functional method for geometry optimizations, constraint geometry scans 
and frequency calculations. The basis set used was a LANL2DZ (with 
electron core potential, ECP) on the iron and 6-31G on the rest of the 

atoms (H, C, N, O) designated basis set BS1.[31,32] Test calculations with 
alternative density functional methods were performed on analogous 
systems and showed little change in spin-state-ordering, optimized 
geometries and overall reaction mechanism;[33] hence B3LYP/BS1 was 
used for geometry optimizations. All local minima were verified by the 
presence or absence of negative eigenvalues in the vibrational frequency 
analysis while all the transition state structures were found using the Berny 
algorithm,[34] and confirmed by vibrational analysis to have one imaginary 
mode, which was animated and shown to correspond to the reaction 
coordinate. In order to correct the energetics and account for the effect of 
solvent, single-point energies of the optimized geometries were evaluated 
with the UB3LYP-D3/BS2 level of theory,[31,32,35] whereby BS2 is 6-311+G* 
on H, C, O, N and LACV3P+ (with electron core potential) on iron. The 
latter set of calculations included a conductor-like polarizable continuum 
model (CPCM) with a dielectric constant of  = 5.7 mimicking 
chlorobenzene,[36] which has been shown to be a good representative of 
an enzyme active site.[27a] For several structures the geometries were 
reoptimized at the UB3LYP/BS3 level of theory (basis set BS3 has 
LACV3P+ with core potential on iron and 6-31G* on the other atoms), but 
similar geometries and reaction barriers were obtained. Therefore, most of 
the work was done using the UB3LYP/BS2//UB3LYP/BS1 approach. 

Since the zero-point energies (ZPE) and vibrational entropy contributions 
are sometimes affected by small real frequencies for internal motions, we 
excluded vibrations with values below 50 cm‒1 and recalculated the ZPE, 
thermal and entropy corrections. Free energies are calculated at 298.15 K 
and 1 atm, and include the thermal corrections evaluated from the 
unscaled vibrational frequencies at the UB3LYP/BS1 level of theory, with 
solvent, dispersion and entropy contributions. 

Kinetic isotope effects (KIEs) were estimated using the classical Eyring 
equation Eq. 3 based on differences in free energy of activation (G‡) of 
the hydrogen and deuterium-substituted systems as described 
previously.[37] Tunneling corrections (Qt) to the KIE were estimated using 
the Wigner correction as described in Eq. 4 and is based on the change in 
imaginary frequency of the transition state (), see Eqs. 4 and 5. In Eqs. 3 
‒ 5, R is the gas constant, T is the temperature (298 K), h is Planck’s 
constant and kB is Boltzmann’s constant.  

KIEEyring = exp{(G‡
D – G‡

H)/RT}  (3) 

KIEWigner = KIEEyring  QtH/QtD  (4) 

Qt = 1 + (h/kBT)2/24  (5) 

The substrate binding free energy (BFE) was calculated by taking the 
optimized geometries of the three hydroxyarginine complexes (IM2C4S, 
IM2C3S and IM2C3R). A single point frequency calculation at UB3LYP/BS1 
with CPCM included was done on all structures. Thereafter, the structures 
were split into two components, namely the hydroxyarginine and the 
protein, i.e. IM2 minus the hydroxyarginine. We then did a frequency at the 
same level of theory on both the hydroxyarginine and the protein structures. 
The binding free energy is evaluated from the difference in free energy of 
the three individual components. 
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